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IntrODUCTION
Hello and welcome to Cardography™! We believe this is
the perfect companion for your favorite roleplaying game.
Cardography is meant to be utilized to enhance your
gameplay, and to enrich the players’ experience. If at any
point you feel like something within the story should change
to make your friends have a more enjoyable time, by all
means do it!
There are quite a few ways that you can use Cardography in
game play. They are bulleted out below, but we wanted to
go into a bit more detail here to get your ideas going.
Growing up we all loved gigantic dungeon maps that would
allow campaigns to last for months on end. Those were a
huge inspiration for creating the dungeon within this deck.
First and foremost you can run an entire campaign using the
cards in the layout that they were originally created. See the
map in its full glory. We also loved the idea of being able to
play quick pick up dungeon crawls. If you and a couple of
friends are waiting for the doors to a convention to open up
and you want to kill some time playing your favorite RPG,
arrange a few of your Cardography dungeon cards, and see
where the adventure takes you!
Throughout these pages are everything you need to take
your characters on exciting quests, over and over again! The
way you choose to lay out the dungeon will create a new
adventure each time that will be exciting for both you, as a
Game Master, and the friends you play with.
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Game Master’s Guide
to the ICY Divide
PREPARING THE ADVENTURE
WAYS TO PLAY
The module and cards of the Icy Divide can be
played three ways:
As a complete structured campaign (using the map
in its original layout)
As serialized adventures (using the cards in the
numbered order)
As a random adventure (selecting any number of
cards to create your own map)
We suggest playing Atmar’s Cardography™ Break
Through the Icy Divide in its entirety. Then try one
of our alternate scenarios below, or make your own
variation.

ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS
Cold Chills: Shuffle all the cards and traverse a
randomized dungeon.
Beastly Brawl: Select cards 10, 36, 42, and 48 then
shuffle and deal them out at random.
Quick Crawl: Select 13 random cards and shuffle them,
dealing them out at random.
Forever Campaign: Mix & match this deck with cards
from other Cardography decks.
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ADJUSTING THE ADVENTURE
The Icy Divide is designed for adventuring groups of four
to six heroes. Each adventuring group is different. If the GM
feels the encounters of the Icy Divide are too challenging
or not challenging enough they may elect to adjust them
accordingly. Adding one additional creature per character
is an easy on-the-fly adjustment. Other adjustments or
suggestions for specific encounters within the module
accompany some scenes.
RANDOM ENCOUNTERS
While resting or remaining in the same room for an
extended period in the Icy Divide, it is possible for
wandering creatures to come upon the adventuring
party. For every hour a party remains in the same
area, roll your Fate dice to determine the encounter
on the Ladder.
+4 All is quiet.
+3 A pack of 3-6 Greyskrulls come traipsing 		
through the corridor after a successful raid.
+2 A flock of 8 hungry Hrahzul flutter through the
corridor. Two of these may be Dire Hrahzul.
+1 Twelve Dyoblorac enter from all sides with 		
friendly banter, intent on robbing the party blind.
+0 A sour smell precedes a Mushwooken who 		
lumbers into the room.
-1

A patrol of six Groblynn Fiends stalk down the 		
hallway into the room.

-2 Nothing unusual here.
-3 Temperature seems to drop a bit.
-4 A pack of 3-6 Greyskrulls come traipsing through
the corridor after a successful raid.
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NEW FATE SKILLS
TINKER
Tinker replaces Craft. They can be interchanged and used
for the same actions. The mechanical aptitude of the skill
allows it to often be used where Burglary is a choice.

CONJURE
Conjure is the skill to bring forth the power of the god or
elements that are called upon. The force of the god must
appear external to the character who is using the skill.

O

Overcome: Conjure allows you to overcome any
obstacle utilizing the elements in creative ways. It
may also be used to reveal the presence of other
magical elements in the scene.

C

Create an Advantage: You can divine the forces
of your deity to influence environmental elements
within a scene, shifting Winds, and Flickering
Torches or create Situation Aspects that affect
the story outcomes like Evil Barricade to prevent
magical intrusion.

A

Attack: Conjure can be used to call upon elements
or god-like forces to inflict damage. Conjure attacks
can damage in melee or ranged up to one zone
away. Conjure attacks may be physical or
mental attacks.

D

Defend: Conjure allows you to rely on the elements
to create barriers against attacks.
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ALCHEMY
Alchemy is the skill to combine various components in a
scientific way to yield magic-like results. It is the skill of
concoction and chemistry, mixing and experimentation.

O
C

Overcome: Alchemy obstacles are all about the
potion that is attempting to be made.

A

Attack: Alchemy is intertwined in warfare and
conquest, and while the Alchemy skill isn’t for
making direct attacks the alchemical impact or
damage is evaluated just as an attack.

D

Defend: Alchemy is not typically used for Defense.

Create an Advantage: The concoctions you create
may be used to create situational aspects. An
example of these aspects would be making a
Smoke Bomb to disappear.
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THE SETTING

This adventure is written to be set in the world of Revilo but
can easily be injected into your own campaign setting of
your choice.

Along the northeastern coast of Revilo lies an expansive
mountain range known as the Icy Divide. This frozen barrier
provides protection from what lies beyond. Sprinkled deep within
the frigid, tunneled-out mountains are sparsely spaced villages
founded by the few creatures well acclimated to the cold. Centuries ago these tunnels were meticulously carved by Groblynns
with the intention to connect the existing naturally formed network of caverns into a labyrinth of frozen passageways. It is well
known that the Reapers of the Brood Tribe first enlisted these
Groblynns in the undertaking of this enormous construction.
Over the many generations it took to complete, several other
extensions and modifications were carved out as well, their
grandeur far surpassing the original scope of the Great Halls.
These tunnels now sprawl the entire length of the the Icy Divide
with much of it completely undocumented. Break Through The
Icy Divide takes the adventurers through the northernmost
section of the mountain range, which is relatively unexplored
by those not from the region.
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Current Issues &
Adventure Hooks
Touched with Madness: The Halvor Groblynn Clan has
been touched with the madness that has been taking over
a section of the Icy Divide. The adventurers may have
been sent to solve this problem by eliminating all infected
species, or to investigate what is causing this madness and
whether or not there is any potential cure.
Poison the Well: Oddgeir, a rogue Reaper has been tainting
the water source of the Halvor Clan making them more
impressionable to his suggestions. He is in league with a
group of Greyskrulls who want to take control of the Icy
Divide. By using the Curor of Solleel to poison the water,
these Groblynns have been wreaking havoc with a slight
bloodlust.
Lost Family: Mercia, a Dyoblorac, is in search of her lost
family who were taken by a giant Hrahzul. She is willing to
give all of her family’s riches for their safe return. Mercia is a
trickster, and is truly working to lure the adventurers to the
giant Hrahzul, where her family plans to ambush the party
and steal their treasures.

ASPECTS OF THE ICY DIVIDE
Below are a list of Aspects that are common throughout the cards and can easily be used in your game.
Cold as Ice: Those not prepared or accustomed to
extreme cold might be a bit uncomfortable
Sound Travels Like Wind: The natural caverns that
make up a large portion of the Icy Divide allow sound
to travel easily
7

Denizens of the Icy Divide
The Halvor Groblynn Clan
The Halvor Groblynn Clan were once well known for their
hospitality. Many travelers lost in the Icy Divide have
been saved from their frozen doom by Halvor scouting
parties. They would lead the weary travelers safely to
their encampments, located underground within the
northernmost frozen tunnels of the Icy Divide. Until recently,
there has always been a warm fire and piping hot stew for
weary travelers. As of late, there have been reports of bands
of Greyskrulls moving around more freely in the Icy Divide.
Shortly after the Greyskrulls arrived, the Halvor Groblynns
mysteriously mutated into fiendish creatures. These
Groblynn Fiends are very gaunt with glowing red eyes,
and only communicate through shrieks of gibberish. They
ravage the settlements of the Icy Divide, seemingly spurred
forward by an insatiable craving for fresh meat, no matter
the source. The Halvor Clan is no more. Their camps lay in
disarray, stewpots overturned and their contents long
gone cold.

Reapers of the Brood Tribe
The Brood Tribe is the Oldest Tribe of Reapers, having lived
in the Icy Divide since the beginning of their time.
The Reapers from the Brood Tribe look the closest to what
is depicted in all of the known written histories of the first
creatures to inhabit Revilo. Their skin color has become
more blue as the temperatures of the region have dropped
over time, but they look almost identical to the strong
beasts of the ancient texts. Consequently, the Brood are
highly revered by all of the other Reaper tribes (excluding
the Greyskrulls).
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Greyskrulls
The first Greyskrulls were renegade Reapers of the Brood
Tribe of the Icy Divide. They formed a secret, separate sect
that worshipped a dark, shadowy deity known as Ghyrma.
This was in direct conflict with the stringent beliefs of the
majority of Reapers, who worshiped Creedona the creator.
When The Brood learned of their deceit, the Greyskrulls
were forever banished from the Icy Divide, across the World
of Revilo to suffer in the Badlands. Over time they have
evolved to better suit their habitat, turning their devotion
to the god Solleel. Solleel’s fierce desire for destruction has
spurred the Greyskrulls into becoming nomadic. They are
currently expanding their domain by forcefully conquering
more land. Reports of Greyskrulls in the Icy Divide have
recently been on the rise. Tensions among the Reapers
of the Brood Tribe are running high with the mounting
whispers of an impending invasion.

Deities of the Icy Divide
Anaxygosal
Anaxygosal is the god of water, rain, streams, and swamps.
He resembles a giant frog-like creature, with nine tentacles
on his back constantly lashing out. It is believed that he
is hibernating in the Depths Unknown, although there are
many tales of him still being active underneath the sea. It is
rumored he is the one who drags anyone who chooses to
leave the continent back to Revilo. Anaxygosal is primarily
worshiped by creatures within the Depths Unknown, the
Salts, and the Marsh.
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Solleel
Solleel is the fiercest of the old gods, and is often called the
Ravager. She is the goddess of war, destruction, and death.
Solleel walks on all fours, catlike in physique, and carries
an odor of decay. There are few creatures left who worship
Solleel publicly. In almost all intelligent Revilian societies,
it is considered taboo to revere a god of death and
destruction. Those who do secretly worship her believe she
is hibernating deep within the Catacombs of the Badlands.
Ghyrma
In all written descriptions of Ghyrma she is described as
a dark, distorted outline of her sister Creedona. She is
believed to have followed her sister so closely, and for
so long that she became a shadow of Creedona. The last
time anyone on Revilo laid eyes on Ghyrma was during the
Earthshatter. Some worship Ghyrma, believing her to be the
true creator. Those who worship Creedona and her children
have created stories of how Ghyrma lurks in every shadow
always watching and biding her time.

Key To Page Layout
			
Sample text.

Items to read aloud

Sample text.

Roll required

Sample text.

GM information
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ROOM 1
Room Aspects:
The Sky is Falling
Slippery When Wet

As you enter into these corridors you quickly notice
that it seems warmer than you would expect. The
natural jagged formations creating the walls are
glistening with a thin layer of water covering the
melting ice. Lying ahead of you in the middle of the
corridor are small puddles of water.
The connecting corridors of this room are riddled with falling
icicles. Depending on how quickly the party moves through these
passages will determine how many times they must make an
athletics roll to avoid the piercing ice from above.

A successful Notice roll with an Overcome
Fair (+2) will give a boost to navigate through
the falling debris.
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ROOM 2
Room Aspects:
Wood Strewn Everywhere
Attract More Flies with Honey

As you enter into this room that appears to be
created from the naturally formed caverns, you detect
a distinctly sweet smell. Haphazardly strewn along the
edges of this almost circular room are empty crates,
barrels, and broken down carts. Something is moving
within the stockpile of rubbish.
This room is used to store burnable wood of broken barrels,
crates, and similar items, as firewood is scarce within the tunnels.
Rummaging through it is Mercia the Dyoblorac, who is licking her
lips, accompanied by three other Dyoblorac. Mercia has found
a barrel which still has some residual honey inside of it. She, like
most of her kind is very interested in all things of value. She will
distract the group while her three friends quickly size up the
worth of the adventuring party while pretending to be drunk on
Mushwooken milk.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Empathy roll with an Actively
Opposed Deceive (+4) to see if the Dyoblorac are
truly drunk.
Mercia will try to engage the group to help her lost family. If
asked about why she is here eating honey instead of looking for
help she will respond:

“Oh, this sweetness here, hmmmnnn. I could smell it
down the way and just couldn’t resist. I mean you can
smell it can’t you? Here have a taste. Now please help
me save my kin.”
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ROOM 2 CONTINUED
If the group chooses to help Mercia, the rest of the Dyoblorac
will follow them at a safe distance with plans to steal the party’s
belongings at an opportune time.
The Dyoblorac must succeed on an Opposed Stealth (+1) roll
for each room they follow the party into. They will succeed if
unchallenged at a 0. If they fail the check, there is a loud noise
as one stubs their toe slightly behind the party.
If at any point the party chooses to set up
camp for an evening, the Dyoblorac will
attempt to rob the party of their valuables
as they sleep. They will also wait to see if
they are killed by something else
in these corridors and then loot
the bodies.

ROOM 3
Room Aspects:
Meat Lingers in the Air
Hide There

A strange mix of pungent odors wafts through the
air as you enter into this large, naturally formed room.
Some of the scents make your stomach rumble
hungrily, while others almost make it turn. Constructed
beams of ancient wood have been meticulously built
into the walls spanning the entire room. These joists
run parallel to the ground and are ten feet off of the
floor. Dangling on chains and hooks are numerous
carcasses in all stages of aging. Most of the meats are
caked in salt to preserve them, but a few are being
aged with a bluish mold. It is these cadavers that
seem to be releasing the abhorrent odors.
In the center of the room is a large table made of lava
rock. On top of the table is a set of knives used for
butchering. Lying off in a corner, the hides of numerous animals are stacked in a pile roughly five feet high.
.
This room is used to dry and age meat to provide food for both
the Groblynns and the Reapers who live in this section of the Icy
Divide. There is easily enough food here to feed an army.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigate roll with an
Overcome Great (+4) revealing that two of the
carcasses are Reapers.
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ROOM 3

continued

If the group goes through the animal hides, they will find Kozzik
who has fallen asleep while in hiding. Next to him is a large chest
underneath the pile. Inside the chest are clothes tailored to a
Groblynn’s size.
Kozzik is a Groblynn of the Halvor Clan. He is weary-eyed and
pretty visibly shaken. When he is awakened he will quickly grab
for a butcher knife that he has been sleeping on top of. He may
warn the adventurers of the danger that lies ahead and the
madness that has overcome his people. If the party is
unfriendly or intimidating toward him, he will flee without
imparting any information of use.
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ROOM 4
Room Aspect:
The Air is Thick

Entering into this chamber you are immediately hit
with a moist warmth lingering in the air. It is difficult
to see the details of the space as the air is thick with
steam. Towards the center of this chamber is a pool
of bubbling water, the source of the steam. Jutting up
from the center of the pool is a small rock islet.

The water is very warm and very refreshing compared to the cold
that fills the region.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigate or Notice roll
with an Overcome Good (+3) revealing a yellowish
glow deep in the water of the spring. If the roll
succeeded with style they will see a long sword that
is radiating a small glow.

The Embre Sword
High Concept: Forged in Fire, This Blade Strikes Hot
Stunts: Feel the Burn – When attacking and succeeding
with style the damage done from this blade will be a
Consequence if there is one available.
Once the Embre Sword has been removed from
the pool, the water becomes frigid cold almost i
mmediately. You can see the ice crystals beginning
to reclaim the top of the pool and suspect it will be
completely frozen over within several minutes.
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ROOM 5
Room Aspects:
Stench is Overwhelming
Crying Cubs

As you continue down this corridor a foul stench
finds its way into your nostrils. It almost feels as
though the inside of your nose has been set afire. It
continually gets worse until you find yourself staring
down a wet, angry Mushwooken who instinctively lets
out a low and terrifying growl as soon as its eyes gaze
upon your party.
Behind the Mushwooken is a bed made from bits and
pieces of torn fabric. Lying next to it is what looks like
the partial remains of a Dyoblorac who has been fed
upon by the beast standing in front of you.

Players must make a Physique roll with an Overcome
Fair (+2) to keep their adventurer from vomiting at
the sour smell of the wet Mushwooken.

If the adventurers slay the Mushwooken and look around the lair
they will find a few small coin pouches that look as though they
must have belonged to Groblynns or Dyoblorac. The total contents include 6 copper, 3 silver and 2 gold.
They will also find 3 baby Mushwooken who look to be still be
of a suckling age. Any familiar with regional cuisine will know
that Mushwooken Milk will fetch a very high price even though it
smells terrible.
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ROOM 6
Room Aspect:
Glare Off the Walls

As you approach this chamber you can hear the
rhythmic buzz of snoring. It sounds as though there
are two who are deep in slumber.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make a Stealth roll with an Overcome
Fair (+1). If the player succeeds they can maneuver
throughout easily. If they fail, one or both Groblynns
wake up.

Failed Stealth Roll

Leaping out of the beds are two Groblynns who look
gaunt with sunken eyes that appear to be glowing
red. One lets out a strange shriek as it reaches for the
curved sword on the floor by his bed.

When woken these Fiends immediately attack. They are hungry
and ready to eat the fresh meat that has entered their room.

The room itself has two beds and appears to be a
Groblynn outpost. Next to the beds is a small table.
Lining the floor is a Clursadar skin rug. The walls are
covered in a reflective ice which bounces light around
the room illuminating it brightly.
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ROOM 6

continued

At the Players Request: Players can make an
Investigation roll with an Overcome Great (+4) to
reveal a hidden entrance to Room 7. It can be found
behind a sheet of reflective ice.

ROOM 7
This rounded room is a good bit smaller than the one
it is attached to. Inside is empty with the exception of
a large chest. The chest looks old, discolored and a bit
beaten up.

The chest is locked with a simple lock which can easily be picked
or smashed. Inside is a pair of boots that are striped like a
Mushwooken and have gems ornately inset into the buckles.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make a Tinker roll with an Overcome
Fair (+2) to pick the lock or an Overcome Average
(+1) to smash the chest.

Anaxygosal’s Sabatons
High Concept: Water is Beneath Me
Stunts: Walk on Water/Ice – When wearing these magical
boots the owner can walk on water or ice as though they
are walking on dirt.
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ROOM 8
Room Aspect:
Hole in the Floor

When entering this corridor the temperature feels like
it drops significantly. The ground beneath your feet
has a slight decline towards where it connects with
another corridor. At their convergence a large pool of
water has collected becoming a frozen sheet of ice.

This ice has been created as a trap with a 20 foot fall to the pit
floor below. When more than one character are on a section
of the ice at the same time the ice begins to crack.

A successful Notice roll with an Overcome Great (+4)
will give a temporary +2 boost when attempted to
avoid falling into the pit.
The players must make an Athletics roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) to avoid calling into the pit.

At the bottom of the pit you find yourself among
the bones of what look like unusually large rodents.
Looking around there is not much else in this
empty void.
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ROOM 9
Room Aspect:
Fallen Ice

Traveling down the corridor you hear a slight gnawing
sound. It continues for a few moments and then you
hear a loud crunch.

Inside this large room is a Mushwooken who is eating away at
the legs of two expired travelers. They were evidently crushed
by a cave-in where a large stalactite broke from the roof of this
cavernous room. A Mushwooken who is interrupted during their
meal will instinctively attack to protect its food.

For the adventurers to go unnoticed by the
Mushwooken they will have to win a Contest. Use the
Mushwooken’s Notice and the adventurer’s Stealth in
this series of rolls. If the Mushwooken hears them, he
will leave the carcasses to defend at the entrance of
the room.

The inside of this large oval room has its center filled
with the debris from what appears to be the remains
of a large stalactite. Towards the back of the room you
can see three Driademus legs sticking out from the
icy remnants. It looks like the Mushwooken must have
been eating on what would have been the fourth leg.
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ROOM 10
Room Aspect:
Slippery When Ice

While walking through this corridor you can quickly
see that this stretch of tunnels is going to be more
treacherous than most. The reflective qualities of the
smooth ice lining the floor immediately catches
your eye.

The twists and turns that line these tunnels make it extremely
easy to get knocked around, especially on the slick surface ice.

The players should make an Athletics roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) three times while traveling the
surface of the ice.
If any one adventurer falls twice – roll on the Random Encounter
table for a new surprise.
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ROOM 11
Room Aspect:
Barrels Upon Barrels

As you enter this room you feel as if this corridor
would be quite spacious if it weren’t for the stacks of
barrels lining each of the walls. There are 30 in total.

Upon inspection there are:
5 wine barrels
4 milled grains barrels
3 dried fish barrels
3 rice barrels
1 sugar barrel
2 flour barrels
3 salted meat barrels
2 ale barrels
7 salt barrels

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Good (+3) to discover a hidden door to a
room hidden behind the barrels.

As soon as you enter into this hidden room you can
feel the temperature rise significantly. It is still cold,
but no longer freezing. Quickly sizing this room up,
you realize that this is a pantry which contains nicer
items than the standard grains and libations found
outside of this room.
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ROOM 11

continued

Upon inspection there is:
Bushel of Strawberries
Baskets of Plonk Fruit
Baskets of Aanakal Fruit
Barrels of tree nuts
A Chalice that looks as though it is carved from a rather
large bone

Chalice of Warmth
High Concept: There’s a Fire in My Belly
Stunts: Drinking from this chalice will automatically
heal up to two points of damage inflicted by cold.
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ROOM 12

Traveling down the corridor you catch an array of
scents hitting your nostrils. The smell of meat roasting
on an open fire, fresh herbs simmering in rich stews
and even a hint of fresh bread.
Inside the room you see a large kitchen tended by
a Reaper of the Brood Tribe. There are three spits
roasting small and medium sized mammals over fires.
Two large fires have cauldrons above them cooking
bubbling stews. A long wooden table has vegetables
and herbs in many stages of preparation.

Lutia
Lutia is a young reaper tasked with keeping camp while his
older siblings have gone to collect kindling. He has been warned
his whole life about the treachery of adventurers and the sneaky
actions of the Dyoblorac, and more recently the havoc of
Groblynns. He is eager to prove to his kin that he is capable
of defending the his Reaper tribe. He will not hesitate to
fight if challenged.
If the party the party lingers in this room for any length of time,
two additional Reapers appear from one of the corridors hauling
more wood to put on the fires.
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ROOM 13
Room Aspect:
This Looks Cozy

After opening the door to this room you see that it
is filled with nest-like beds. Carved into the wall are
alcoves that are filled with straw and blankets. Carved
notches line the walls next to them to assist in
climbing up to these bunks. The beds do not
have anyone sleeping in them.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) to find what looks like a wand
carved from the antlers of some large creature
and engraved with magical symbols.

Inger’s Antler
High Concept: I Control The Ice
Stunts: Once per scene on a successful Conjure roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) the player can use the Inger’s Antler to
manipulate, shape, position, or move a considerable volume
of solid ice.
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ROOM 14
Room Aspect:
Did You Hear That

After opening the door you see a small room filled
with nestlike beds made for children. Strewn across
the floor are toys carved from stone with childish
drawings chiseled into the ice. Carved into the wall
are alcoves that are filled with straw and blankets.
Lining the walls next to the bunks are carved notches
to assist in climbing up. The beds do not have anyone
sleeping in them.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation or Notice roll
with an Overcome Fair (+2) to discover a small constructed hole towards the ceiling of the room, it
sounds as if someone is speaking.

If the adventurers choose to listen closer to the hole, this is what
they will hear:

“I’m not sure what to do. I know we need to stop them
before they attack again. And someone must warn the
rest of the Icy Divide!” A loud incoherent wail rings
through the pipe and the owner of the voice heard
before screams “Nooooo” before becoming a slow
gurgling sound.
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ROOM 15
Room Aspect:
It’s a Wreck

As you approach this room you can hear a subtle
rhythmic whistle.
As you enter the room you determine the sound is the
snoring of a Dyoblorac who is sleeping on one of the
many barrels cluttering up this room. The room itself
is filled with barrels and feed bags of all sizes and
shapes. Nothing seems to be organized in any f
ashion and many of the bags have slight tears with
grains spilling out of them onto the floor.
The Dyoblorac is actually awake, only pretending to be
asleep. He wants to see what the adventurers plan to do in
this room. If at any point they decide they have free access
to the contents of the room, the Dyoblorac will wake up and
let them know that the items do not belong to them.
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ROOM 16
Room Aspect:
Walls Are Everywhere

Looking upon this room it has the appearance of a
large trash heap. With further inspection you realize
it is a small labyrinth about three feet in height
constructed of old barrel remnants and trash.

Hidden within the walls are small Dyoblorac children
who will do their best to pickpocket the adventurers who wander
through the halls. While concealed in the walls they have a
Burglary Great (+4). If outside of the walls Burglary Fair (+2).

Tucked into the nooks of this labyrinth shamble are
small beds made from blankets.
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ROOM 17
Room Aspect:
Fire in the Floor

As you approach this room you can see a warm light
coming from within and a slight flickering of shadows.
Inside the room you see a small fire pit, close to 5 feet
in diameter, burning away with its smoke escaping
through a small hole in the ceiling. Sitting around the
fire are two adult Dyoblorac and three children who
are being told a story.

The Dyoblorac will not be aggressive unless provoked. If any
attack occurs the three children will scurry off quickly out
of the room.
Play these Dyoblorac in the best way they will fit into
your adventure.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation or Notice roll
with an Overcome Fair (+2) to find a small secret
entrance to room 18. Once uncovered, Dyoblorac will
greatly discourage the adventurers from entering.
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ROOM 18
Room Aspect:
More Treasure Than You Can Carry

Tucked away inside this room is a bounty of
treasure. It is almost as though the entire room is filled
with prizes from all the regions of the world. There
are sacks, chests, goblets, and piles of coins. Some
certainly look of value, whereas others look as if they
were collected just for the sake of collecting.

If this room is entered from Room 17, the Dyoblorac in that
room will try to keep the adventurers from taking anything
that is theirs.
If this room is entered from another room, the Dyoblorac will
come to see what all the noise is on a successful Notice roll.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Average (+1) or Notice roll with an
Overcome Good (+3) to discover a magical
Watchful Eye as well as a secret door they had
not discovered previously.

Watchful Eye
High Concept: Creature Trapped Inside is Always Watching
Stunts: If wearing the Watchful Eye, the bearer gains a +2
on a Notice or Investigate roll once per scene.
A small locket containing two eyes that move and
blink within the jewelry. If the character has encountered a
Hrahzul they may recognize the eyes as being from
that species.
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ROOM 19
Room Aspect:
Columns Bear the Weight

This room is constructed with a fine precision. Unlike a
lot of the areas in the Icy Divide, this has been built by
hand. Showing off the craftsmanship in four corners
of the room are ornately carved columns with stacked
heads (like a totem pole) of Reapers, Groblynns,
and Hrahzul.

If the adventurers did not come through the metal door, it
is locked.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Average (+1) or Notice roll with an
Overcome Good (+3) to discover a key inside the
mouth of a Reaper head of the column.
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ROOM 20
Room Aspect:
Lined with Statues

The smooth stone-carved walls of this room have a
ribbon of bas-relief sculptures carved into them about
4 feet above the floor. Lining the center of the room
are two rows of marble-carved statues of Reapers.
In order their hands are low to the ground, palm-up,
each gradually raising their palm progressively
upward to the end of the row.

If any of the arms on the statues are lifted or raised, that
particular statue will Shoot (+2) poisoned arrows out from the
mouth of the Reaper. On a successful hit the poison causes 1
additional shift on the ladder.
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ROOM 21
Room Aspect:
Columns Bear the Weight

As you near the entrance of this room, you hear a
slight chuckle and smell the roasting of an animal over
a fire. You can smell smoke and see a slight flicker,
indicating a fire burning inside of this room.

Sitting around a campfire is an adventuring party comprised of
Mando, Zatya Footspadd, Durek Slightly, and Hilder Crefellow.
Depending on how they are approached will determine how they
respond to the adventurers. They have come to the Icy Divide
and met with the Reapers to plan out how they will be bringing
in food from the Floating Forest to accommodate the upcoming
Great Conclave.
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ROOM 22
Room Aspect:
Icicles Everywhere

This large, naturally formed room allows light to shimmer and reflect as it passes through the stalactites
and stalagmites made of ice. It is quite a natural beauty to behold. There is a slow drip that you can hear
from somewhere in the room, which sounds like it is
landing in a shallow puddle.
As the adventuring party travels through this room icicles begin
to fall every couple of minutes.

Players must make an Athletics roll with an Overcome
Fair (+2) to avoid being hit by the icicles.
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ROOM 23
Room Aspects:
Treacherous Bridge
Pit of Doom

Walking down the corridor you can hear an eerie
creaking, which sends chills up your already cold
spine. Ahead of you is a dilapidated rope bridge spanning nearly 50 feet.
As you glance down into the ravine roughly 30 feet
below, you can see how it is filled with naturally
formed ice spears that would surely impale any who
fall off the bridge.

If more than three adventurers are on the bridge at any given
time the weight will cause the ropes to snap.

Players must make an Athletics roll with an
Overcome Good (+3) to avoid putting their foot
through a rotted board on the bridge.
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ROOM 24
Room Aspect:
See-Through Pillars

As you enter this naturally formed room you notice
five ornately carved columns with stacked heads
(like a totem pole) of Reapers, Groblynns, and Hrahzul. Each head is turned, facing the back of the other
head. The columns themselves are carved from ice
connecting all the way to the high ceiling.

Two or more Groblynn Fiends come entering in from the other
corridor that the party did not come from.
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ROOM 25
Room Aspect:
Rich with History

The corridors entering into this room are crafted with
great skill and precise angles. As the adventurers enter the room they notice that the walls have expertly
carved bas-reliefs depicting an epic battle with armies
of Reapers, Sorcia, Draiademus, Groblynns, and Grinataur slaughtering one another. The last section reveals
the ground beneath their feet shattering and breaking
into many pieces.

A Groblynn Fiend lies dead on the floor, stabbed through it’s
stomach, entrails spilling out across the ground.

If set in Revilo, a successful Lore roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) will reveal that the events
depicted are from the Earth Shatter. Gods and
people fought side-by-side in an epic battle that
broke the land itself into multiple pieces and
created the continents.
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ROOM 26
Room Aspect:
Ritual Must Not Be Broken

As you approach this room, you hear a steady chanting and constant drumming. Inside the room you see
five Reapers of the Brood Tribe standing around a
circular symbol carved into the floor. The symbol itself
is glowing an iridescent blue. Inside the center of the
circle is a Groblynn Fiend who is writhing around to
the beat of the drums.

The Reapers are trying to use magic to expel the poison that has
taken over the Groblynn. They will not relent on their ritual unless
attacked by the adventurers.
If any of the adventurers have been poisoned and the Reapers
notice, they will offer to purge them of the fiendish evil.
If the adventurers allow the ceremony to complete, the Groblynn
will return to a normal Halvor Groblynn named Grilm with little to
no memory of the past few weeks.
The Reapers will reveal that they believe a dark magic has been
set upon the local Groblynn clan and it will take a lot of magic to
restore them to their true self.
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ROOM 27
Room Aspect:
Bubbling Over

The sound of liquid bubbling with the occasional hiss
and pop emanates from the room you are entering.
Strange smells are wafting your way, that of sulfur,
burnt hair, and wet Mushwooken.
Entering this room you can see that it is partially
formed from the natural cavern walls, with the
remainder finely crafted from clean stonework.
Along the walls are large cauldrons with tubes
connecting them to multiple beakers.

As the adventurers explore the rest of the room, they will find
shelves filled with books, mixing equipment, and various potions.

A successful Alchemy roll with an Overcome
Good (+3) will reveal that all of the cauldrons are
making the same potion. This potion is an antidote
to reverse the poison that has been controlling
the Groblynn Fiends.
At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Alchemy roll with an
Overcome Good (+3) to understand the contents
of the potions.
Potion of Anti-Freeze
High Concept: Cold Has No Home Here
Stunts: If half of this potion is consumed cold will not
affect the adventurer for 1 full day.
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ROOM 28
Room Aspect:
These Gems are Truly Outrageous

As you enter into this cavernous room you see how
the light refracts in numerous angles and colors as it
passes through the gems protruding from the walls.
Upon closer inspection, you realize that there are
gems of practically every color. They range in size
from that of a coin to that of a small skull. You can
see indentations where more of these precious
stones have been removed.

These gems can easily be removed with a little work. At the GM’s
discretion a cave-in will occur if too many gems are dislodged..

As you dislodge this gem you hear a strange
cracking sound as the wall starts to vibrate and shift
ever so slightly.

Players must make an Athletics roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) to avoid being hit by the falling
frozen wall. This cave-in can completely block an
entrance, make it difficult to traverse the room, or
trigger a roll on the Random Encounter table - GM’s
choice. The number of Groblynns encountered should
be equal to the number of adventurers in the party.
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ROOM 29
Room Aspect:
That’s a big Frog-thing

As you enter this naturally formed room a shape in
the corner catches your eye. It is a statue carved from
stone not indigenous to the region. Towering close to
thirty feet in height, expertly carved from coral stands
the likeness of a giant frog-like creature with nine
tentacles flailing wildly from its back. The statue is
encased in ice.

Those familiar with Revilian lore will recognize this as a statue of
Anaxygosal, god of water, rain, streams, and swamps. It seems
very out of place underneath this icy mountainside.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation or Notice roll
with an Overcome Average (+1) to find pair of
Climbing Claws lying on the ground at the base
of the statue.

If a player puts the claws on and climbs to the top of the statue
they will find a brass key resting in the curvature of a tentacle.
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ROOM 30
Room Aspect:
Long forgotten

This roughly formed corridor branches off in
two directions.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation or Notice roll
with an Overcome Fair (+2) to discover a door
hidden by ice.

This room feels old and long forgotten. There are two
benches, which look like they were built for Groblynns
as well as an old, well-crafted chest. The chest is made
from wood with bronze metal trim, hinges, and lock.

The chest is locked, and can be opened with the brass key found
in Room 29. It can also be smashed open by sheer strength roll
with an Overcome Great (+4) or picked by an adept locksmith,
Burglary roll with an Overcome Great (+4).
Inside the chest are 48 gp, 31 sp. 8 cp, and a dagger that looks
like it is crafted from the tusk of a very large Hrahzul. The end of
the dagger is stained a dark brown color.
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ROOM 31
Room Aspect:
Sound Travels Far

As you enter this small rounded room you startle a
Reaper awake who was sleeping in a solitary bed.

If the adventurers come across as hostile, the Reaper will assess
the group. If he feels he cannot fend them off he will leap to the
end of the bed to try and let out a loud call for help. Inside the
wall is a hole approximately 4 inches in diameter. This is a tube
that will carry sound to the far reaches of this area. The warning
that he yells out is at the GM’s discretion. It could bring an army
of Reapers or a small group at any point forward in
the adventure.
If the adventurers befriend the Reaper he will tell them everything
he can about the recent raids by the Groblynn Fiends.
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ROOM 32
Room Aspect:
Pop, Pop, Fizz, Fizz

The sound of popping every four or five seconds is
coming from the room you are about to enter. A slight
plume of steam rolls out into the corridor that you are
walking down, accompanied by the smell of
rotten fish.
As you enter you see that the room is an odd shape,
formed by natural cavern walls. Along the walls are
large cauldrons with tubes traveling up from them to
multiple beakers. The popping is coming from bubbles
being produced by one of the cauldrons. The boiling
liquid is creating green bubbles that float a few
inches into the air before popping.
As you examine one of the tubes leading out of the
other large cauldron you notice a very slow drip. When
the drip hits the ground it appears to be melting the
ice, and has been doing so for quite some time. There
is now a small hole from the drip that goes far deeper
than your eye can see.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Alchemy roll with an
Overcome Good (+3) to know the cauldron contains
a Potion of Melting. Close by is a small shelf with
empty vials with stoppers, if anyone in the party
wants to bottle some.

Potion of Melting
High Concept: What is Frozen Will Now Be Thawed
Stunts: Pour this on something frozen and it will melt.
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ROOM 33
Room Aspect:
Shopping Spree of the Strange

The door to this room is solid, heavy wood.
It is locked.
The door to this room can be unlocked with the brass key found
in Room 29.

A successful Physique roll with an Overcome Good
(+3) or Tinker with Overcome Fair (+2) will open
the door.

This room is not so much a room as it is a walk-in
pantry. A dream to an alchemist. Lining the shelves
are components from all throughout Revilo. Ears of a
Neergnas, eye of Groolok, quill of Greyskrull,
everything is here.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Alchemy roll with an
Overcome Average (+1) to recognize various
ingredients.
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ROOM 34
Room Aspect:
Shopping Spree of the Strange

The door to this room is solid, heavy wood. It is
unlocked with strange growling, gnawing, and
scratching sounds coming from within.
As soon as you open the door an odor of feces
and ammonia wells up in your nostrils. It is a bit
overpowering. Inside this room are stacks of cages
containing various creatures from Revilo.

The creatures in this room have been slowly experimented on,
and have had pieces cut from them as they were needed for
alchemy and magic.
Opening any of the cages with carnivorous creatures will result
in one trying to eat the smallest adventurer in the room. All other
animals when released will be timid and resist leaving their cages.
The cages contain various animals from Revilo including
Mushwooken, Tomichin, Neergnas, and Erdverken.
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ROOM 35
Room Aspect:
Dinner Party for 12

As you approach this room a bright light emanates
from within. The majority of the room is filled with a
large oval table, which comprises multiple orange
colored sections with large brown splotches. It
appears to be a Chelonid shell turned upside down.
Surrounding the table are twelve ornate chairs
made from a combination of bone and rich
brown hardwood.
Lining one wall are natural alcoves containing lifesized blue marble sculptures depicting Reapers of the
Brood Tribe.

Standing perfectly still in one of the alcoves is a Reaper masking
his appearance with magic to blend in with the sculptures. This
Reaper will wait until an opportune time to reveal himself, if at all.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation or Conjure roll
with an Overcome Fair (+2) to discover the Reaper.

Lining the opposite wall’s natural alcoves are life-sized
green marble sculptures of Groblynns.
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ROOM 36
Room Aspect:
Throne Up On High

Entering into this massive chamber the smell of guano
quickly burns your nostrils. You see a towering cone of
feces, almost eight feet in height, directly in the center
of the room.
A slight snore can be heard if you listen closely. If the adventurers look up to see where the guano is coming from they will see
a gigantic throne carved into the stalactite-riddled ceiling above.
Seated in the throne is an oversized Hrahzul.

Nearly half of this chamber is comprised of a natural
cavern which gradually slopes into a well-crafted
architectural feat.
Every minute that the adventurers are in the room, the Giant
Hrahzul has the chance to sense their presence on an Opposed
Notice (+6) roll.
If the Hrahzul is awoken, it will swoop down to land on its feet
with a loud thud. The sixteen foot tall beast will then open its
mouth letting out a hiss while moving its head trying to engage
all party members. This is to scare the party away. However, if
they attack he will fight back until he is at about half of his stress
and consequences. The giant Hrahzul will then fly to the ceiling
where he will begin to let out distress calls to other Hrahzul who
are in the vicinity.
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ROOM 37
Room Aspect:
Walking on Broken Ice

As you approach the room you notice reflections of
light off jagged pieces of ice from the floor. Looking
closer at the pieces, the ice resembles broken glass,
not only in how it is shaped, but also how sharp it is to
the touch.

The broken pieces are everywhere with no real place to put one’s
feet. There are various ways to get around this obstacle.

A successful Physique roll with an Overcome Average
(+1) will smash the ice on the ground.
A successful Athletics roll with an Overcome Great
(+4) will allow the adventurer to scale the walls.
A successful Athletics roll with an Overcome Good
(+3) will allow the adventurer to walk the ice.

Failing on the roll will result in damage the GM deems appropriate
for the action.
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ROOM 38
Room Aspect:
Indoor Garden

As you approach this room the sweet smell of berries
lingers in the air, followed by a hint of mint and thyme.
Entering this roundish room you see that the floor is
lined with cracked ice. Through this ice grows thick,
hearty stems bearing fruits and herbs in a wide variety. Unlike most foliage you would see above ground,
all of what is growing here is slightly translucent or an
opaque white.

Closer inspection reveals four different rows that look as if they
have been haphazardly created for an underground garden.

A successful Lore roll with an Overcome Fair (+2) will
reveal these items growing in the garden:
Azureberry – Round and plump berries that grow in
a small bush. There are many berries that could be
plucked.
Sinthe – Small flat aromatic leaf that grows like a
weed, and is very similar to mint.
Ice melon – Small, hard, and round melons that are
much like a watermelon.
Ymus – Small shrubs with long thin branches
containing tiny leaves which smell like thyme.
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ROOM 39
Room Aspect:
Bone Yard

Walking through the adjoining corridor you begin to
feel a slight crunching beneath your feet. As you look
down you notice what seems to be the bones of some
small animal.
The path continues to curve, and as it bends the
bones deposited on the floor increase in both size and
frequency. Just as the room’s corridor looks like it is
about to open up, the sound of flesh being torn sends
chills up your spine.

Inside of this strangely shaped room is a Groblynn Fiend eating
a Mushwooken who is still twitching. The Groblynn is deeply
involved in its eating, and will be easily surprised.
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ROOM 40
Room Aspect:
Covered in Guano

From the corridor closest to this room you can
hear high-pitched squeaking that has an almost
conversational rhythm to it.

This room’s ceiling is filled with close to twenty small Hrahzul.
Scattered across the floor, almost anywhere one would step, is
guano. The Hrahzul will leave the adventurers alone if no one
bothers them. If they are attacked, they will all fly into a two foot
wide opening in the ceiling. This entry point can be utilized as a
way to travel to any room in the dungeon that you want, if the
adventurers have a way to access it.

When you enter the room the sound immediately
stops with a nervous silence. A moment passes. Then
there is a whistling through the air as guano falls from
high above hitting the floor with a splat.
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ROOM 41
Room Aspect:
Ceiling Rich with History

From the corridor close to this room you can see
the colors of red, blue, green, and yellow dancing
on the floor.

Adorning the cavernous ceiling of this room is a menagerie of
treasures and trinkets that the Hrahzul have collected. They have
packed them into the nooks of the porous ceiling, using additional ice to adhere them. When looking at the ceiling of the room the
adventurers will notice a large hammer embedded in the ice.

A successful Lore roll with an Overcome Fair (+2) will
reveal the hammer is a historical artifact known as
the Hammer of Grunthar.

Other items in the ceiling include various gems, crystallized eggs,
and candlesticks made of silver.

Hammer of Grunthar
High Concept: Magical hammer infused with a
blood-thirsty beast
Aspects
Caged Beast: The beast trapped in the hammer wants to
unleash its wrath
Stunts
Brutal Blow: If half of this potion is consumed cold will not
affect the adventurer for 1 full day.
Bestial Stare: While holding the hammer, the eye can
stare down an adversary giving the wielder a +2 to their
Provoke skill.
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ROOM 42
Room Aspect:
Stashed Wagons

Entering into this room you see two large, yet clearly
empty wagons. The wagons look very similar to one
another, and are finely crafted with a fair amount of
room to haul belongings.

These carts are attached to a string that acts as a magical
tripwire. If the carts are moved without disabling, it will set
off a loud alarm throughout the area.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) to see the tripwire.
A successful Conjure or Tinker roll with an Overcome
Fair (+2) will disable the tripwire.
If the tripwire is set off a wandering group of Groblynn Fiends
will arrive within three rounds, and a group of three Reapers will
arrive after four rounds.
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ROOM 43
Room Aspect:
Rest Stop

If the adventurers did not set off the alarm in Room 42
Traveling down the corridor you can hear heavy
breathing with the slight whistle of a snore. A quick
glance in this room will show four Groblynns asleep
in bed.
If any of the adventurers have fresh cuts on them, one of the
Groblynn Fiends will be stirred by the smell of blood. A low growl
will be let out to alert the others.
The Groblynn Fiends will not hesitate to attack.
If the adventurers did set off the alarm in Room 42

Traveling down the corridor it opens into a rounded
room with five unkempt beds.
Looking around the room the adventurers will notice small
blood stains around each of the beds as well as bits and pieces
of bones.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make a Conjure roll with an Overcome
Good (+3) to discover the water is poisoned.

Tainted Water
Water in each of the waterskins has been tainted with the
Cruror of Solleel, which of course is turning the Halvor
Groblynns into Fiends.
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ROOM 43

continued

If the players drink this water they will take a Mental
Stress. Once all of their Mental Stress is gone they will
be consumed with rage and hunger. They suddenly finds
themself ravenous with insatiable hunger and bloodlust.
Their appearance changes, they become gaunt, their eyes
sunken in. They lose the ability to communicate using
language, shrieking and gibbering at their former friends,
whom they are intent on eating.
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ROOM 44
Room Aspect:
Messy Mess Hall

If the adventurers did not set off the alarm in Room 42
The smell of rot and mold permeates this room.
Upon entering it is easily recognized as a dining hall.
The walls are covered in fur tapestries depicting the
construction of the Great Halls by Groblynns from
many generations ago.
The tables themselves have filthy plates turned over
and broken. Rotting fruit lays strewn on the table with
small bugs flying around and larvae crawling out of
them.
One table bears a torch that burns unwavering. The
light radiating from it is of a brilliance unlike any
naturally burning flame.
The only pieces not broken or overturned on the tables are pitchers which appear to be filled with water.
Torch of Eternal Flame
High Concept: Shines So Bright, But Never Burns
Stunts: This magical torch will always be lit. To hide the light
it must be covered with a heavy fabric.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make a Conjure roll with an Overcome
Good (+3) to discover the water is poisoned.
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ROOM 44

continued

Tainted Water
Water in each of the pitchers has been tainted with the
Cruror of Solleel, which of course is turning the Halvor
Groblynns into Fiends.
If the players drink this water they will take a Mental
Stress. Once all of their Mental Stress is gone they will
be consumed with rage and hunger. They suddenly finds
themself ravenous with insatiable hunger and bloodlust.
Their appearance changes, they become gaunt, their eyes
sunken in. They lose the ability to communicate using
language, shrieking and gibbering at their former friends,
whom they are intent on eating.

ROOM 45
Room Aspect:
Empty Stage

This room is filled with a small, circular stage carved
into the floor at the center of the room. It is surrounded by bench seating also carved into the ground.
If the adventurers descend to the stage level they will find a door
in the floorboards. It leads down into a walk-in closet filled with a
wide range of costumes sized for a Groblynn.
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ROOM 46
Room Aspect:
Pillar of the Community

Entering into this naturally formed room you see a
ornately carved column of stone with stacked heads
(like a totem pole) standing 9 feet tall. The base is a
Reaper looking to the left. The middle is a Groblynn
looking to the right. The top is a Hrahzul
looking behind.
If the adventurers push on the column anywhere, they will see
that the three different heads will move. If two heads become
aligned with one another in the same direction, a locking sound
occurs. When all three become aligned, a large click and the
sound of turning gears occurs.
On the very top of the column a compartment has opened, revealing a round locket covered with intricate metal gears, pipes,
and pieces. It opens to show a mirror inside. This item is called an
Augmentable Destabilizer.

Augmentable Destabilizer
High Concept: Key to Open Portals
Created by Sorcias, the Augmentable Destabilizers were made
as a way to quickly travel throughout Revilo. Opening the locket
of this device and reflecting light onto specific magic portals will
unlock a doorway to other regions. In gameplay this could allow
characters to jump from one area to another within the Icy Divide,
or even to another part of the world like the Fiery Pits.* These
portals are located in Room 58 and Room 26.
* This is an optional game mechanic that does not have to be
utilized.
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ROOM 47
Room Aspect:
Lonely Prison

There is a quiet to this room unlike the rest of the
tunnels here under the Icy Divide.

If the adventurers enter in the upper right corridor, a large
metal cage trap is engaged.
The players must make an Athletics roll with
an Overcome Good (+3) to avoid being snared by
the cage.

If the cage is set off, a group of two Grobynn Fiends will come
into the room within two rounds. If the adventurers are trapped
inside the cage, the Groblynns will race off to retrieve Oddgeir
(if the party has not already encountered him). If they have
encountered Oddgeir, the Groblynns will claw at the
trapped group.
The room itself is a naturally formed cavern with metal cells built
into an alcove. The cells are currently empty.
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ROOM 48
Room Aspect:
Shrine to Solleel

If the adventurers have not run into Oddgeir, he is in here
at the altar.
Entering into this room the adventurers smell an
overpowering scent of burning Ymus, which is similar
to the smell of burning thyme. Oddgeir, a Reaper of
the Brood Tribe, is in the middle of sacrificing a small
Hrazhul on the altar.

He will be startled and try to talk his way out of the situation
if outnumbered. He would certainly offer Tainted Water to
any adventurers.

A successful Lore roll with an Overcome Good (+3)
will reveal some of the symbols and materials on the
altar are for the god Solleel the ravager.

If the adventurers have seen Oddgeir in another room.
Entering into this room the adventurers smell an
overpowering scent of burning Ymus, which smells a
lot like thyme. A small Hrazhul has recently been
sacrificed on the altar. There are books lying about
are made of skin and blood with many references
to Solleel.
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ROOM 49
Room Aspect:
Storage room

The heavy metal door to this room is locked.

A successful Tinker roll with an Overcome Good (+3)
will unlock the door. A successful Physique roll with a
Superb (+5) will bash the door down.

Inside this room is musty and dry. There are shelves, barrels,
and crates filling the space. This is a storage facility for dried
good. There are grains, salted fish, sugar, salt, mead, wine,
rice, and dried goods.
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ROOM 50
Room Aspect:
Looted Armory

The heavy metal door to this room looks as though
it has been kicked in. This room is lined with shelves
specifically built for weaponry and armor. Though very
little remains, this room looks as though it has been
pillaged on more than one occasion.

The adventurers may find one or two short swords or daggers,
and a few loose bolts for a crossbow.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Good (+3) to discover a false wall is behind a section of the shelf. Behind it there is a short
sword that looks like it is made of clear blue crystal.

The Bone Chiller

High Concept: Sword of Paralyzing Cold
Stunt: When succeeding with style on an attack, this
sword will freeze the creature to the bone. A thin layer of
paralyzing ice creates a shell around their body.
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ROOM 51
Room Aspect:
Groblynn Fiends on Patrol

As you enter into this corridor a Groblynn Fiend looks
up with a loud snarl, and two others quickly join him
from the adjoining cavern.

The Groblynn Fiends will immediately attack. If the adventurers
find their way into the alcove room, they will find a recently killed
Reaper of the Brood Tribe. He has four potions on him that are a
cure for the mind poisoning that has taken over the Groblynns.

ROOM 52
Room Aspects:
Stench is Overwhelming
Mushwooken Nest

As you continue down this corridor a wretched stench
fills your nostrils, and sets the inside of your nose on
fire. You can see the opening to a lair guarded by a
wet Mushwooken.

The Mushwooken will growl and defend its pocket of the cavern if
the adventurers come within ten feet of it.

Inside this room the stench gets even worse, almost
too much to bear. There are various torn shreds of
clothing filling the room making a nest.
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ROOM 53
Room Aspect:
Looted Armory

A successful Notice roll with an Overcome Great (+4)
or an Investigate Fair (+2) will reveal finger-sized
holes about 2 feet off the ground.

In this corridor, small holes just big enough for fingers
to fit in line the walls. As you put your fingers into
these indentions you get a good grip and a sense that
this wall could move.
With a little elbow grease the wall moves about four
feet to reveal a small entrance into a hidden room.
.
The inside of this hidden room is filled with chests, sacks,
and crates filled with copper, silver, and gold. There is
also some fancier dining ware, including serving trays and
goblets. However, most of the cache is sheer money.
There are roughly 1000 copper pieces, 600 silver pieces,
1200 gold pieces, and 200 platinum pieces distributed
throughout the room. The sets of silverware, fancy dishes,
and goblets are incomplete, but could probably be melted
down for a total worth of around 2500 gold.
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ROOM 54
Room Aspect:
The Floor is Moving

Traveling down the corridor you hear what sounds like
a struggle.
The center of this room contains a magical Living Ice which has
currently engulfed two Grinataur. One there is no chance of saving, but the other could be pulled out before becoming swallowed. The Living Ice begins five feet from the passageway from
the south, extending out 25 feet, and filling the main chamber.

In the center of this open room you see two creatures,
one a Draidemus, partially below the icy surface of
the floor. The other is so far submerged that you only
see one of its arms. It looks as though the frozen ice is
both fluid and alive, doing its best to completely
consume the two who have found their way into
its clutches.

The Living Ice will act much like quicksand. It does not have
Stresses or Consequences because it is not truly alive. There
are different ways characters can approach saving Kerud the
Grinataur. In the end it is at the GM’s discretion.

If any character steps onto the Living Ice, they must
make a successful Athletics roll with an Overcome
Great (+4) or be captured by this enchantment.
Once snared, the player make a successful Physique
roll with an Overcome Good (+3) in order to escape.
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ROOM 55
Room Aspect:
Frozen Like a Popsicle

This room is somehow even colder than the other
rooms you have ventured into here in the caverns of
the Icy Divide. The natural formation of this room has
small stalagmites climbing up off of the floor in a radiating pattern, stemming from two large Hrazhul ice
statues.
As you get closer to the sculptures, you realize they
are not carvings at all. Instead it is a thin layer of ice
around eight-foot-tall Hrazhuls. In fact, you can see
the eyeballs moving to follow your movements around
the room.
These Dire Hrahzul are barely frozen inside of the ice. If enough
heat is given off, or if they are somehow bumped, the ice will
begin to crack. If freed, they will immediately attack out of
hunger and frustration.
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ROOM 56
Room Aspect:
There Has Been Blood

Entering into this room there is a slight smell of iron.
You notice notches cut into the floor running all the
way up the front of an altar at the end of the room.
The grooves in the floor are stained in browns and
reds, and the whole room feels very unsettling.
If the adventurers look around, they will find an ancient tome
bound in Reaper skin featuring the lower face of a Reaper across
the front cover with aged bone poking through in places. This
ancient, evil codex is written in Abyssal, the language of demons.
Its pages read of exalting Solleel, the Ravager. She is the goddess
of war, destruction, and death. Those who worship her take
fervent pride in sowing these plagues across the land. Depicted
in this tome are Reapers performing ritual sacrifice of their fellow
Reapers to honor and empower Solleel. It also mentions a great
battle of Gods where one of her claws, rended from her
corporeal form, was scavenged from the site of the battle by
unknowing mortals, traded, and lost. This claw is integral in awakening the Ravager so that she may once again be free to sow the
seeds of destruction in the land of Revilo.

As you turn the next page, the imagery before you
shakes you in an alarming way. Drawn on this page is
a giant cat-like creature on all fours. It is lapping up
blood which has pooled on the floor, while encircled
by a group of cloaked Reapers surrounds her.
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ROOM 56

continued

A successful Lore roll with an Overcome Good (+3)
will reveal this to be the god Solleel.

Anyone who touches the book must make a Will roll
with an Overcome Great (+4). If they do not succeed,
they will insist on taking the book with them, and
keeping it on their person.

Codex of the Ravager

High Concept: Evil Book of Ancient Dark Rituals
Trouble: Possessing the Book Causes Mental and
Physical Corruption
Stunt: The bearer of this book will automatically inflict one
additional shift of damage if they draw blood.
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ROOM 57
Room Aspect:
Slippery Spots

The corridors in this area form a shape similar to a Y.
Parts of the floor look extremely slippery with a high
shine and fresh coat of ice. Another section looks
stained from blood long past.
In the center of the corridors one lone Groblynn Fiend
is coming your way.
Though this Groblynn Fiend may be outnumbered, he will not
back down.
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ROOM 58
Room Aspect:
Strange Symbols Line the Floor

Entering into this room you see a large circular stone
pit built into the floor. Inset is a magical symbol with
three blue iridescent glowing lights.
If the players have found the Augmentable Destabilizer, this can
work as a magic portal unlocking a doorway to other regions
where this same symbol can be found.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) to find a small scrap of red
fabric wedged between pieces of the floor that
would open up for the portal.

The blue lights can be removed and taken with the adventurers.

If any character steps onto the Living Ice, they must
make a successful Athletics roll with an Overcome
Great (+4) or be captured by this enchantment.
Once snared, the player make a successful Physique
roll with an Overcome Good (+3) in order to escape.
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ROOM 59
Room Aspect:
Stalagmites Get In The Way

Entering into this room you hear heavy breathing and
bit of snoring.
This room opens into a large natural cavern with stalagmites jutting up all throughout, making it hard to
see all the way to the other side of the room.
You can however see six beds with what look like
Groblynns sleeping in each one.

These Groblynns are indeed Groblynn Fiends who will attack if
woken up.
Each bed has a foot locker. Inside the adventurers will find moldy
bread, two daggers, extra Groblynn clothes, 23 cp, and a large
emerald gem.

Once snared, the player make a successful Physique roll
with an Overcome Good (+3) in order to escape.
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ROOM 60
Room Aspect:
A Stable in Shambles

The smell of manure is strong as you walk down the
corridor. A slow trotting sound also clops into the air. .
A hungry Cabally is pacing in a long stable. Cabally are very
similar to horses, although slightly longer and lower to the
ground, with one large central cyclopean eye.

As soon as you reach the opening of the room, a
Cabally lets out a loud neigh. This purple Cabally with
brown spots comes directly up to the edge of a stable.
Looking into the stable you can see that this beast is
severely undernourished, and the stable is in
shambles. Parts of the wood keeping the Cabally
are broken from the inside from what looks like an
attempt to break free.

If the adventurers feed the Cabally, she will bond quickly and
follow them anywhere they go. If a Groblynn Fiend is encountered
it will rear up trying to stomp it.

If any character steps onto the Living Ice, they must
make a successful Athletics roll with an Overcome
Great (+4) or be captured by this enchantment.
Once snared, the player make a successful Physique
roll with an Overcome Good (+3) in order to escape.
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ROOM 61
Room Aspect:
Corridor Filled with Twists & Turns

The halls of this corridor twist and turn in what feels
like a very unnatural way. One section of the corridors
ends shortly in a small nook.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) to see a flicker of firelight and
find a way to push a small hidden door open.

The door opens to a small rounded room with a fire
burning in the center. Propped up over the fire is a
small mammal roasting but there appears to be no
one in this room.

If you have played this adventure in the traditional format the
adventurers will learn the following.

The fire itself is dancing slightly to a breeze that is
wandering in from the connecting corridor. You can
hear the chirps of birds and you see a bit of sunlight
has found its way into the hall.

The adventurers have made it through the Icy Divide.
What lies beyond is now in your capable hands!
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NPCs

Durek Slightly

Durek, a Grinataur, left the Forest of the
Dead at a young age with his family. He
spent his formative years learning how
to craft ornate items out of wood. He is
looking to expand his family’s business
by introducing their work to more
people at the Great Bazaar.
High Concept: Master Craftsmen
Persistent on Perfection
Trouble: Been accused of copying
someone else’s work

ASPECTS
I See The Flaws – So familiar with crafting that he can
see imperfections
A Place for Everything – Grinataurs can carry more than
most and none of it in their hands
Signat – Unspoken language using gestures

STUNTS
Now You See Me, Now You Don’t – Grinataurs can
disappear in plain sight as long as there are shadows close
by unnoticed.
My Stealth is My Defense – Once per scene they can use
Stealth instead of Fight to defend.

SKILLS
Tinker (+6) Fantastic
Fight (+3) Good

Notice (+4) Great
Athletics (+2) Fair
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Grilm

Grilm, the Groblynn, has little to
no memory of the past few weeks.
He recently became head Stewmaster
in charge of cooking for all of the
Halvor Groblynns.
With enough conversation he will
remember that Oddgeir gave him a new
ingredient “liquid gold” to put in the stew.
High Concept: Stewmaster in Search of
New Ingredients
Trouble: Fiendish Hangover
ASPECTS
Strength In Numbers – Groblynns tend to help their own
and can come to one’s aid in any situation
Jack of All Trades, Master of None – Can use a skill that
she has in place of one that she doesn’t

STUNTS
I’ve Heard About That – Groblynns like to share stories
throughout families. They can use this to gain a +2 to a
Lore roll.
This Looks Familiar – Once per scene a Groblynn can pick
up a weapon that is not their own and gain a +2 bonus for
the first attack.

SKILLS
Rapport (+3) Good
Fight (+2) Fair

Contacts (+3) Good
Lore (+2) Fair
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Hilder Crefellow

Hilder, a Grinataur, has been
the best friend of Mando since
childhood. Both were picked
on regularly until Hilder started
standing up for the two of
them. Ever since that happened
Hilder has been Mando’s
bodyguard.
High Concept: Protector of
Those Less Able
Trouble: Short Tempered

ASPECTS
Tougher Than I Look
Smaller Than I Look – Can squeeze through places smaller
than you’d think

STUNTS
I’m Good For It – Once per session, a Driademus character
can invoke an Aspect related to trade, money, or similar in
an appropriate situation for free; this stacks with any free
invocations gained by other means.

SKILLS
Athletics (+4) Great
Physique (+3) Good

Fight (+4) Great
Deceive (+2) Fair
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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Kerud

Kerud, a Grinataur, has traveled
to the Icy Divide to provide
rare ingredients to Oddgeir.
While en route to his meeting,
he and his traveling companion
were caught in living ice.
High Concept: Distributor
of Rare and Unorhodox
Ingredients
Trouble: Makes Deals with the
Wrong People

ASPECTS
There’s Something Up My Sleeve
Smaller Than I Look – Can squeeze through places smaller
than you’d think

STUNTS
I’m Good For It – Once per session, a Driademus character
can invoke an Aspect related to trade, money, or similar in
an appropriate situation for free; this stacks with any free
invocations gained by other means.

SKILLS
Deceive (+4) Great
Physique (+3) Good

Fight (+4) Great
Athletics (+2) Fair
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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Kozzik

Kozik is the only remaining
Halvor Groblynn who has not
become a fiend. He is wearyeyed and exhausted. In recent
days he has seen his friends and
family do unthinkable things and
it has left him a bit broken.
High Concept: Seamstress with
an Eye for the Extravagant
Trouble: Seen More Than He
Can Handle

ASPECTS
Strength In Numbers – Groblynns tend to help their own
and can come to one’s aid in any situation
Jack of All Trades, Master of None – Can use a skill that
she has in place of one that she doesn’t

STUNTS
I’ve Heard About That – Groblynns like to share stories
throughout families. They can use this to gain a +2 to a
Lore roll.
This Looks Familiar – Once per scene a Groblynn can pick
up a weapon that is not their own and gain a +2 bonus for
the first attack.

SKILLS
Tinker (+3) Good
Fight (+2) Fair

Contacts (+3) Good
Lore (+2) Fair
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Lutia

Lutia is a young reaper tasked
with keeping camp while his
older siblings have gone to
collect kindling. He has been
warned his whole life about
treachery of adventurers and
the sneaky actions of the dyoblorac, and more recently the
disturbing actions of groblyns.
He is eager to prove to his kin
that he is capable of defending
the reaper tribes, and will not
hesitate to fight if challenged.

ASPECTS
We Were Here First – The first to walk Revilo have a
special bond with the world
My Magic Is A Little Bit of Everything – A Reaper’s magic
comes from everywhere and can encompass all elements

STUNTS
Look At My Eyes – A Reaper can distract an adversary
using Rapport with one head giving them a boost to
another action they are taking.

SKILLS
Athletics (+2) Fair
Physique (+1) Average
Fight, Bite/Melee (+1) Average Conjure (+1) Average
Rapport (+1) Average
Will (+1) Average
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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NPCs

Mando

Mando the Driademus is the
employer of a small group of
travelers hoping to establish
a rapport with the Reapers
of the Brood Tribe. He would
like to be one of the main
vendors at the Bazaar which
occurs during the Great
Conclave.
High Concept: Moving
Merchandise is What I Do
Trouble: Made a Deal with
the Wrong Greyskrull

ASPECTS
There’s Value There – Knows the value of something even
if its not always correct
Smaller Than I Look – Can squeeze through places smaller
than you’d think

STUNTS
I’m Good For It – Once per session, a Driademus character
can invoke an Aspect related to trade, money, or similar in
an appropriate situation for free; this stacks with any free
invocations gained by other means.

SKILLS
Rapport (+4) Great
Contacts (+3) Good

Notice (+3) Good
Deceive (+3) Good
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Mercia

Mercia, a Dyoblaroc, claims she is
in search of her lost family who
was taken by a giant Hrahzul. She
will offer all of the riches that her
family has for their safe return.
Mercia is a trickster and is truly
working to lure the adventurers to
the giant Hrahzul so her family can
pick over the party’s remains.
High Concept: New Matriarch of
Danko Tolpa
Trouble: There’s a Toll for
Passing Through My Woods
ASPECTS
Has an Eye for Your Riches – Easily distracted by objects
of value
Blood is Thicker

STUNTS
What’s That Over There – If someone has already been
deceived the Dyoblorac gains a +2 to their Burglary roll.
Band of Brothers – When there is more than one Dyoblorac
they can work together to get a boost to their Deceive skill.

SKILLS
Deceive (+5) Superb
Burglary (+4) Great
Rapport (+2) Fair

Notice (+4) Great
Investigate (+3) Good
Stealth (+1) Average
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Oddgeir

Oddgeir, a rogue Reaper, has been tainting the
water source of the Halvor Clan making them
more impressionable to his suggestions. He is in
league with a group of Greyskrulls who want to
take control of the Icy Divide. By
using the Curor of Solleel to poison
the water, these Groblynns have
been wreaking havoc with a
slight bloodlust.
High Concept: Turncoat In
league with the Greyskrulls
Trouble: No! We were here first!
ASPECTS
We Were Here First – The first to walk Revilo have a
special bond with the world
My Magic Taps My Inner Rage – Magic from Solleel comes
from fear, rage, and blood. The more of this there is, the
stronger the magic becomes.

STUNTS
Look At My Eyes – A Reaper can distract an adversary
using Rapport with one head giving them a boost to
another action they are taking.

SKILLS
Athletics (+2) Fair
Fight, Bite/Melee (+2) Fair
Deceive (+2) Fair
Will (+1) Average

Physique (+2) Fair
Conjure (+2) Fair
Lore (+1) Average
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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Sidenius Loden

Sidenius, a Reaper of the
Brood Tribe, has been working
as to recruit new tradesmen,
crafters, and cooks to attend the
upcoming Grat Conclave and
Great Bazaar. He is traveling back
to his home with Mando and his
companions.
High Concept: Visionary for
Bigger Commerce
Trouble: Family Doesn’t Approve

ASPECTS
We Were Here First – The first to walk Revilo have a
special bond with the world
My Magic Is A Little Bit of Everything – Sidenius’ magic
comes from everywhere and can encompass all elements

STUNTS
Look At My Eyes – Sidenius can distract an adversary
using Rapport with one head giving them a boost to
another action they are taking.

SKILLS
Athletics (+2) Fair
Fight, Bite/Melee (+2) Fair
Rapport (+2) Fair
Will (+1) Average

Physique (+2) Fair
Conjure (+2) Fair
Lore (+1) Average
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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Zatya Footspadd

Zatya, a Grinataur, has traveled all throughout Revilo ever
since she saw her family slaughtered by the Unliving within
the Forest of the Dead. She has been wandering
in search of a new group to call family. For the
past three years she has been a guide,
traveling with the same group and
has become quite close to all of them.
High Concept: I Know the Land Like the
Back of My Hand
Trouble: Lost a Client on the Trail More
than Once
ASPECTS
I’m Not Here – Grinataurs have become so
attune with blending into the shadows that
they can easily go unnoticed
A Place for Everything – Grinataurs can carry more than
most and none of it in their hands
Signat – Unspoken language using gestures

STUNTS
Now You See Me, Now You Don’t – Grinataurs can
disappear in plain sight as long as there are shadows close
by unnoticed.
My Stealth is My Defense – Once per scene they can use
Stealth instead of Fight to defend.

SKILLS
Stealth (+6) Fantastic
Fight (+3) Good

Notice (+4) Great
Athletics (+2) Fair
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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MONSTERS

Dyoblorac

Dyoblorac are only
over a foot in height
when walking on all
fours. They can perch
on their back legs, but
very rarely walk on only
two. Their large bat-like
ears allow them to hear
at great distances. This
makes it easier for Dyoblorac to discover both
new travelers and also
those who are chasing
them to reclaim their
belongings.

ASPECTS
Has an Eye for Your Riches – Easily distracted by objects
of value

STUNTS
What’s That Over There – If someone has already been
deceived the Dyoblorac gains a +2 to their Burglary roll.
Band of Brothers – When there is more than one Dyoblorac
they can work together to get a boost to their Deceive skill.

SKILLS
Deceive (+4) Great
Burglary (+4) Great
Rapport (+1) Average

Notice (+4) Great
Investigate (+3) Good
Stealth (+1) Average
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Groblynn Fiend
Groblynn Fiends are very
gaunt with glowing red
eyes, and only communicate
through shrieks of gibberish.
They ravage the settlements
of the Icy Divide, seemingly
spurred forward by an insatiable craving for fresh meat,
no matter the source. The
Halvor Clan is no more. Their
camps lay in disarray, stewpots overturned and their
contents long gone cold.

ASPECTS
Fiend First – Groblynn Fiends will attack anyone they
encounter immediately allowing them to attack first.

STUNTS
Fiendish Front – When three or more Fiends are attacking
one opponent they gain a +2 bonus to all Fight rolls.

SKILLS
Fight, Bite/Sword (+3) Good
Notice (+2) Fair

Physique (+3) Good
Provoke (+2) Fair
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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Hrahzul
Most Hrahzul stand just
under two feet in height,
but there are a few ancient
Hrahzul rumored to live deep
within the caverns that have
grown close to twenty feet
tall. They each have six eyes
and large ears, which aid
with their exceptional senses.
The wingspan of a Hrahzul
connects their arms to their
torso, allowing them to fly.
They also have two sharp
tusks used to break through
ice, and sharp claws on both
their hands and feet.

ASPECTS
Acutely Alert – Notices things coming from miles away

STUNTS
Follow the Trail – If there are any obvious clues or sounds
for a Hrahzul to follow they get a bonus +2 to tracking
with their notice roll.

SKILLS
Notice (+6) Fantastic
Investigate (+3) Good
Fight, Claws/Tusks (+1) Average
Stealth (+1) Average
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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Hrahzul, Dire

ASPECTS
Acutely Alert – Notices things coming from miles away

STUNTS
Follow the Trail – If there are any obvious clues or sounds
for a Hrahzul to follow they get a bonus +2 to tracking
with their notice roll.
Multiattack – Can make two melee attacks, one with a
claws and one with its tusks.

SKILLS
Notice (+6) Fantastic
Investigate (+3) Good
Fight, Claws/Tusks (+3) Good
Stealth (+1) Average
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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Hrahzul, Giant

ASPECTS
Acutely Alert – Notices things coming from miles away

STUNTS
Follow the Trail – If there are any obvious clues or sounds
for a Hrahzul to follow they get a bonus +2 to tracking with
their notice roll.
Multiattack – Can make two melee attacks, one with a
claws and one with its tusks.

SKILLS
Notice (+6) Fantastic
Physique (+4) Great
Fight, Claw/Tusk (+5) Superb Investigate (+3) Good
Stealth (+1) Average
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

3

1

4
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Mushwooken

Mushwooken fur is dense and glossy.
This dense coat protects
them from the cold
temperatures of the
Icy Divide. Lining
their backs is a hard
stone-like shell that
protects them from
predators. Their
antlers are used
for both a perch
for small birds to
land on before
being eaten, and
as a weapon
during attacks.

ASPECTS
I’ve Marked My Territory – Hunts down any that enter
their area

STUNTS
Savage Attack – When cornered or outnumbered a
Mushwooken will go savage once per scene gaining +2
bonus to attack.

SKILLS
Fight, Bite/Gauge (+4) Great
Athletics (+1) Average
Notice (+1) Average

Stealth (+2) Fair
Physique (+1) Average
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Reaper of the Brood Tribe
Unaffected by cold, Reapers of
the Brood Tribe wear little to no
clothing. They stand an average
of six feet tall. As with all Reapers, there are two creatures
making up their bodies. Each
has their own independent
brain, but their consciousness is
connected. The Brood’s upper
heads are far less intelligent,
serving only to hunt and fight,
while their lower heads make all
of the decisions for movement
and speech.

ASPECTS
We Were Here First – The first to walk Revilo have a
special bond with the world
My Magic Is A Little Bit of Everything – A Reaper’s magic
comes from everywhere and can encompass all elements

STUNTS
Look At My Eyes – A Reaper can distract an adversary
using Rapport with one head giving them a boost to
another action they are taking.

SKILLS
Athletics (+2) Fair
Fight, Bite/Melee (+2) Fair
Rapport (+2) Fair
Will (+1) Average

Physique (+2) Fair
Conjure (+2) Fair
Lore (+1) Average
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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Magic Items
Anaxygosal’s Sabatons
High Concept: Water is Beneath Me
Stunts: Walk on Water/Ice – When wearing these magical
boots the owner can walk on water or ice as though they
are walking on dirt.
Augmentable Destabilizer
High Concept: Key to Open Portals
The Bone Chiller

High Concept: Sword of Paralyzing Cold
Stunt: When succeeding with style on an attack, this
sword will freeze the creature to the bone. A thin layer of
paralyzing ice creates a shell around their body.
Codex of the Ravager

High Concept: Evil Book of Ancient Dark Rituals
Trouble: Possessing the Book Causes Mental and
Physical Corruption
Stunt: The bearer of this book will automatically inflict one
additional shift of damage if they draw blood.
Chalice of Warmth (Fire Belly)
High Concept: There’s a Fire in My Belly
Stunts: Drinking from this chalice will automatically
heal up to two points of damage inflicted by cold.
The Embre Sword
High Concept: Forged in Fire, This Blade Strikes Hot
Stunts: Feel the Burn – When attacking and succeeding
with style the damage done from this blade will be a
Consequence if there is one available.
Hammer of Grunthar
High Concept: Magical hammer infused with a
blood-thirsty beast
Aspects: Caged Beast – The beast trapped in the hammer
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wants to unleash its wrath
Stunts: Brutal Blow – If half of this potion is consumed cold
will not affect the adventurer for 1 full day.
Bestial Stare – While holding the hammer, the eye can
stare down an adversary giving the wielder a +2 to their
Provoke skill.
Inger’s Antler
High Concept: I Control The Ice
Stunts: Once per scene on a successful Conjure role the
player can use the wand to shape, manipulate or move ice.
Potion of Anti-Freeze
High Concept: Cold Has No Home Here
Stunts: If half of this potion is consumed cold will not affect
the adventurer for 1 full day.
Potion of Melting
High Concept: What is Frozen Will Now Be Thawed
Stunts: Pour this on something frozen and it will melt.
Torch of Eternal Flame
High Concept: Shines So Bright, But Never Burns
Stunts: This magical torch will always be lit. To hide the light
it must be covered with a heavy fabric.
Watchful Eye
High Concept: Creature Trapped Inside is Always Watching
Stunts: If wearing the Watchful Eye, the bearer gains a +2
on a Notice or Investigate roll once per scene.
A small locket containing two eyes that move and
blink within the jewelry. If the character has encountered a
Hrahzul they may recognize the eyes as being from
that species.
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Cardography Layout
Original Layout
If you are going to play the campaign in its original format, this is
the order the cards should be organized.
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Cardography Layout
Random Adventure
Create your own map. Allow the cards to be arranged any way
you see fit. Turn them, twist them, anything that helps make the
dungeon your own!
Below is one example with endless possibilities!
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The perfect companion for your
favorite role playing game

3 NEW DECKS COming to Kickstarter AUGUST 2018!
Check out cardographycards.com for more info
®
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